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In this paper we prove that a right Noetherian ring (with identity) in which 
each right ideal is a right annihilator must be right Artinian, and we then use 
this result to give a characterization of quasi-Frobenius rings. 
Throughout the paper R denotes a ring with identity, J the Jacobson radical 
of l?, and 2 the right singular ideal of R. If .A _C R, we denote the left annihilator 
of A by Z(A) and the right annihilator of ia by r(A). 
During the next four lemmas we assume that R is right Noetherian and that 
every right ideal of R is a right annihilator. 
LEMMA 1. J is nilpotmt. 
Pmof. Evidently J 2 J” 2 ..* is a descending chain of ideals; therefore 
l(J) G 4JZ) c A- is an ascending chain of ideals. Since A is right AToetherian there 
is a positive integer m such that l(J”> = E(J1’2+r); hence ~~(~~) = ~~(~~~l). But 
~~~~a~~ right ideal is a right annihilator, rt(J”“) = J” and ~~(~~~~I} = Jm+l, 
m = J;“+l. We apply N~a~ama’s lemma to conclude that J” = 0. 
~EMMh 2. Z(J) is m esserztiab right ideal. 
Proof. Let x E R. Either x J = 0 or there exists a positive integer n such that 
xJn + 0 and xJn+l = 0. In either case, XR n l(J) # 0. 
Before proving Lemma 3 we wish to introduce the following notation: Let 
Z”(J) = Z(J). If k is a positive integer such that P(J) has been defined, we define 
Pan to be the left annihilator of F(J). 
LE:M& 3. Y(J) = E(J). 
PYOO$ Since l(J) . IS an essential right ideal, ll( J) C Z. Now the right singular 
ideal of a right Noetherian ring must be nil; hence Z C J and it follows that 
B(J) C J. Then I”(J) 2 I(J), P(J) C I”(J), P(J) 3 E3(J), and so on. We thus obtain 
an ascending chain of ideals a(J) C f3(J) C E5( J) _C a** . Since R is right Noetherian, 
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there exists a positive integer m such that P(J) = Pi”(J). Then r@(f) = 
TP+~(J)~ so that P-l(J) = P+“(J). Ag ain taking right annihilators, we obtain 
Z”-“(J) = Z”(J). c ontinuing in this fashion, we eventualy obtain n(J) = J, 
Thus, rU(J) = r(J), so that Z(J) = T(J). 
LEMMA 4. Every right ideal of R contains a minimal right ideal of 
F~oof. If K is an essentizl right ideal of W, then I(K) _C Z C J. Therefore 
2;: = rl(K) > r(J). Now the right socle of W is the intersection of all essential 
right ideals; hence r(J) is contained in the right socle. owever, by Lemmas 2 
and 3, ~(1) is an essential right ideal; hence T(J) and the right socle coincide and 
the right socle is an essential right ideal. 
Kurshan [3] proved that a ring R is right Artinian if it is right Noetherian, 
has an essential right socle S, and satisfies th ondition that some power of s(S) 
is generated by elements in the center of These conditions are certainly 
satisfied by the ring under discussion above, since the right annihilator of the 
right so& is rl(J) = J, w ic h h is nilpotent. Hence we have the following: 
THEOREM I. If R is right Noetherian and if every right ideal is a right anni- 
hilator, then R is right Artinian. 
e next consider the following conditions on a ring I?: 
(*) Every principal right ideal is a right annihilator. 
(c*) ~(1~ .CT I,) = r(.Q + ~(1~) for each pair of left ideals 9; and I, * 
It is shown (21 that a left self-injective ring must satisfy (*) and (**); however, 
there exist rings which satisfy (*) and ( > ** and are not left self-inject& (see 
[S, Example 31). Now it is well known that a left self-injective ring must be quasi- 
Frobenius if it satisfies the maximum condition on left annihilators or the maxi- 
mum condition on right annihilators. Furthermore, it follows from [I, Theorem 
4.11 that a ring which satisfies (*), (**>, and the maximum condition on left 
annihilators -must be quasi-Frobenius. We consider rings which satisfy (*>, 
I*+), and the maximum condition on right annihilators. The following is similar 
to a result in [2]. 
kEMlVl.4 5. If R satisJies (*) and (M), then every jkhe!y generated z&b ideal 
is a right annihilator. 
ProoJ. Let K be a finitely generated right ideal. We proceed by induction on 
the number n of generators. The case where n = 1 is covered by (c). i%ssume the 
statement is true for all positive integers less than R and suppose that K = 
... + x,R. Let A = x,R and B = x,R + ~.. + x, 
d(4;r) = d(A + B) = q(A) n l(B)] = d(A) t d(B). 
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But by inductive hypothesis rZ(A) = A and rZ(B) = B. Hence rZ(K) = 
A+B=K. 
THEOREM 2. Let R satisfy (*), (M), and the maximum condition on r&ht 
annihilators. Then R is quasi-Fyobenius. 
Proof. By Lemma 5, R satisfies the maximum condition on finitely generated 
right ideals; hence R is right Noetherian and every right ideal is a right anni- 
hilator. It then follows from Theorem 1 that R is right Artinian and therefore 
satisfies the maximum condition on left annihilators. Hence, by [l, Theorem 4.11 
(referred to above), R is quasi-Frobenius. 
It appears to be an open question as to whether Theorem 2 would remain true 
if (M) were replaced by the weaker condition that ~(1~ n I,) = ~(1~) + ~(1~) for 
all finitely generated left ideals Ii and I, . 
Now the condition that each right ideal be a right annihilator is equivalent to 
the condition that each cyclic R-module be isomorphic to a submodule of a 
direct product of copies of R. Rutter [4] has shown that if R is right Artinian and 
if every finitely generated right R-module is isomorphic to a submodule of a 
direct product of copies of R, then R is quasi-Frobenius. It follows easily from 
Theorem 1 that “right Artinian” can be replaced by “right Noetherian” in 
Rutter’s theorem, thus giving another characterization of quasi-Frobenius 
rings. 
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